Managed Services

Web Application Firewall
Security for your web applications

Unprotected web applications are the easiest entry point for
hackers and therefore require special protection. With noris‘
WAF we do just that and protect your web applications securely
against attacks.

Benefits

Highlights
 Layer 7 load balancing
 SSL offloading
 Analysis of HTTP traffic

 Use of information based on the latest vulnerabilities, bots as well as
suspicious URL and data patterns

 Detection of behavioral attacks

 Use of special heuristic detection engines

 Protection against advanced
threats such as

 Observation and adaptation to current attack vectors
 Secure protection of web applications from the OWASP Top 10
 Extended avoidance of false positives
 Communication with the developers of your web application

 cross-site scripting,
 SQL Injections,
 tampering or
 cookie poisoning.

Details

Managed Services

From the point of view of IT security, web applications are potential weak points that
require special protection. That‘s why we offer the Web Application Firewall (WAF), a
virtual solution that securely protects applications from threats. The WAF analyzes HTTPS
traffic to the server and filters out attacks. These can be the OWASP Top 10 or the latest
methods such as cross-site scripting, SQL injections, tampering or cookie poisoning. It
also includes WAF layer 7 load balancing and SSL offloading for more efficient application
deployment. The data throughput can range from 25 Mbit/s to 2 Gbit/s, depending on the
variant.
The WAF is available in the versions „Managed“ and „Full“. In the „Full“ version, the customer
receives a daily report with a summary of the alarms and events as well as recommendations
for action from noris. Read-only access to the management interface gives customers
live access to all current events. We also offer the possibility of a fault-tolerant system.
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